
INSTRUCTIONS TO FILL OMR EXAMINIATON FORM 

FOR IETE EXAMINATION (ALCCS, AMIETE & DIPIETE ) 

1. Cost of each OMR Examination form is Rs. 20/-. 

2. For filling each entry, darken each circle carefully with HB Pencil/ Black Ball Pen No Blue 

/Ink/Ball Pen are to be used at any place in the form other than the place where it is 

specifically mentioned.  

3. Torn or defaced application form will not be accepted. 

4. Students are advised to retain a photocopy of the filled form for future reference. 

5. Write only one character in each box where ever applicable in Block Capital Letter. 

6. There is only one type of OMR examination form for all examinations (ALCCS, AMIETE and 

DIPIETE) for all streams. 

7. Darken the circles correctly.   Correct Method       Incorrect Method  

                          

8. Do not tamper Bar Code in any manner. 

9. The candidate should ensure that he/she applies for a subject only where he/she is 

eligible. Result of non eligible subject (s) will be cancelled even though he/she may have 

filled in the examination form and have been permitted for the examinations. 

10. Students are advised to renew the membership before expiry of the validity of 

membership date. Check IETE website for membership renewal fee or contact SIC at 011-

43538853, email – sic@iete.org. Please do not include renewal fee with exam fee. 

Renewal has to be applied separately with a written application. 

11. The OMR examination forms are to be used for all the subjects where a student wishes to 

appear for exams. This includes improvements, if any. However the OMR form is not to be 

used for exemptions. The request for exemption along with the requisite fee must be sent 

separately.  

12. Generally change of exam centre is not permitted but in special case it may be allowed by 

paying the correction fee as applicable. 

13. Examination forms duly filled should reach IETE Headquarter by 05th May/05th Nov and 
with late fee as given below for June/Dec examination respectively. 

 (a) Upto 10th May/10th Nov   Rs.500/-  + examination fee 

 (b) Upto 15th May/15th Nov   Rs.1000/-+ examination fee 

 (c) Upto 20th May/20th Nov   Rs.1500/-+ examination fee 

 (d) After 20th May/20th Nov   Rs.5000/-+ examination fee 

14. Student has to fill Lab/Project/Seminar/Viva subjects also in the exam form. However, 

fee for these subjects shall be paid at centre of examination. 

15. Correction of any sort in exam form is accepted as per following schedule. 

(a)  Upto 31st May/30th Nov   Rs.500/- 

(b)   From 1st Jun/Dec to 10th Jun/Dec Rs.1000/- 

(c)   After 10th June /10th Dec  Rs.2500/- 

16. The subject, communication skill and technical writing, written & oral have to be 

appeared and     passed   together. 

17. Check sample filled exam form before filling your exam form.  
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